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October 2013 
98 Years after the  Battle of Gallilopi 
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25  April 1915 – 9 January 1916 



“When they see our battleships they will lay down their arms……” 



Mustafa Kemal            20 July 1915 

"Our life here is truly hellish.  
Fortunately, my soldiers are very 
brave and tougher than the 
enemy.    

What is more, their private beliefs make it easy to carry out orders which 
send them to their death.  

What great happiness!" 
                  …………Ataturk biography by Charles Mango  

They see only two supernatural outcomes; victory for the faith or  
martyrdom which means go straight to heaven.  There the houris, God's  
most beautiful, will meet them and satisfy their desires for all eternity.   
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“The more or less peaceful co-existence of Armenians and Muslims 
which had lasted for over a thousand years, was ended in one 
generation.”      -Charles Mango 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVqhfdcs2b0 





In the decades ending with the War of Independence in 1922 estimates 
indicate that Turkey lost a full 20% of it’s population as casualties of war. 











In a recent speech, Mr. Erdogan offered an assessment appealing  
to his religious Sunni Muslim base — and echoed by militants with 
 the Islamic State — that the Middle East crisis stems from the actions 
 of the British and French after World War I, and the borders drawn 
 between Iraq and Syria under the Sykes-Picot pact. Mr. Erdogan  
invoked Sykes-Picot saying, “each conflict in this region has been  
designed a century ago.” He suggested a new plot was underway,  
and that “journalists, religious men, writers and terrorists” were the  
collective reincarnation of T.E. Lawrence, the British diplomat and spy 
 immortalized in the movie “Lawrence of Arabia.” 

                  New York Times  11.01.14  
   Turkish Leader, Using Conflicts, Cements Power 



“Commentators and analysts alike have alike have observed that the 
 ‘Arab Spring’ heralds the final unraveling of Sykes- Picot Legacy.” 
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The First World War in the Middle East 
By Kristian Coates Ulrichsen 






